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Welcome to the summer edition of the Driving
Light! I hope everyone had an enjoyable spring,
although it did seem to jump straight from snow
showers into the heat of summer. Even so, Buckeyes have been keeping busy.
Members attended the car corral at
Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course in May, during the
Continental Tire Sportscar Challenge and IMSA
WeatherTech Sportscar Championship. We also

2002 to an E30 3-Series to a very attractive M4
in Sakhir Orange. It was great to see everyone
who came to welcome in the warmer weather.
Each Area of the Buckeye Chapter has been
very active, hosting monthly social gatherings
for food, beverage, and enthusiast activities at

PRESIDENT‘S UPDATE
by Nick Schumacher

held our annual highway clean-up event in
Dayton. Many thanks to our volunteers who
dedicated time to serve the community! Afterward we were greeted with the hospitality of
Dohn and Marsha Roush, and great food, at our
annual Spring Kick-Off Party. A good assortment
of BMW models was parked in the drive, from a

DRIVERS OF ALL SKILL LEVELS INVITED!

Join us for the 2018 Buckeye Chapter

Mid-Ohio
Drivers’ School
August 17-19, 2018
Registration is open now!
Go to buckeyebmwcca.org and click on Drivers’ Schools,
then just select the school to sign up on motorsportreg.com
Check www.buckeyebmwcca.org for headquarters
hotel information and the latest details

venues throughout the region. It may be a drive,
a baseball game, or just meeting to have dinner
and talk about cars.
The Dayton Area recently visited America’s
Packard Museum to get a glimpse into the rich
history of the marque. The museum is home
to some beautiful cars from the first half of the
century, including a unique 4-cylinder racer that
beat speed records in the early 1900’s, and even
Al Capone’s car from a later decade. I appreciated
the chance to learn about the craftsmanship
and technological advancement over the years
that led up to the modern automobile, and even
translates to The Ultimate Driving Machines that
we drive today. Contact your area governor to
find out what is happening in Toledo, Columbus,
Dayton, or Cincinnati. You can also see what’s
happening across the Buckeye Chapter by visiting
our website or joining our Facebook page.
This year, local dealerships such as BMW
of Cincinnati North and Voss Village BMW are
kindly hosting events in their showrooms that
give our members insight into the latest BMW
models. Often at these meetings, food is
provided and a car is available to test drive. It is
a great way to keep up with the latest technology,
and, if you are in the market for a new car, to
learn about the car that is right for you. The
BMW CCA now offers more benefits on car
purchases from BMW centers than ever before.
For example, if you purchase a 3-year membership package, there is an instant rebate available

Previous page: The Clean-up Crew travels in style!
Left: Members marvel over the wooden-bodied, oneof-a-kind Packard racer.
Below: The Museum is located in an original Packard
dealership. They found unsold Packard parts in it!
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for cars purchased from a dealership. This
is a good opportunity to stay connected
with your fellow car buffs and get the car
of your dreams. More details are available
on the BMW CCA national website.
Needless to say, it will be an actionpacked summer for the club! In addition
to activities being held in the different
areas of our club, we have club-wide and
BMW CCA national events. 		
In June we have a Tire Rack Street
Survival school that is already sold out.
Teens will learn about the limits of their car
and how to stay safe out on the road. What an
excellent program! Keep an eye out on the
calendar for more schools to come.
Another exciting event is this year’s O’fest in
Pittsburgh, during the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand
Prix (PVGP). For Buckeyes such as myself, who
are not able to travel long distances to reach
O’fest every year, this is your opportunity to
drive your Bimmer to the event. It is coming up
in early July, so do not miss this experience!
The PVGP is a 10-day festival of races, car
shows and automotive events which benefit
Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix charities. In 2018,
the PVGP will celebrate BMW as its marque of
the year. The BMW CCA has been part of the
PVGP since its inception over 35 years ago, and
will gather BMW enthusiasts from all over the
country. Oktoberfest will kick off on Monday,
July 9, and will encompass all of the great
social and driving events to which members are
accustomed. The famed vintage race weekend
will be held in Schenley park the next weekend,
July 14-15, and is expected to attract over
200,000 spectators. The race through the park is
a challenging one, with 22 turns and 11 elevation
changes. More than 150 sports cars will compete.
In August, the famed Buckeye Chapter
Drivers’ School at Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course
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will be held, from the 17th through the 19th.
This is the perfect chance for you to take your
car on the track and learn performance driving
with experienced instructors at a safe pace.
The track, which features 15 turns in its 2.4
miles, has earned its reputation among many of
motorsport’s legendary competitors over the past
fifty years. If there are not enough reasons to
check out the school already, we will be giving
away free BMW swag! Some lucky attendees
with receive autographed racing memorabilia,
including posters and a collectible Legends of the
Autobahn book.
The Buckeye Chapter is making some
changes to improve our service to our valued
members. We are always open to your ideas and
will soon be sending out the 2018 member survey.
Keep an eye on your inbox! Your opinions are
valuable to us. We are have also made some big
changes to our website. Thanks to Mike Laci
for coordinating this and getting us onto a new
hosting service! Please take a moment to check
it out at buckeyebmwcca.org and view the
new content and social media links. We will be
keeping the site up-to-date with recent news,
photos, and BMW-related adventures from our
members. Want to pull up a past edition of the
Driving Light? It will be there, too.
Safe travels. ■
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TC+SSx(F80)M3+PC=
L

ast Fall I got an invitation to pick up an F80 M3
in Spartanburg, South Carolina. TC Kline had
been to South Carolina for multiple deliveries, as well
as to Germany for several European pick-ups. This
was my first time, and I eagerly accepted his invite
as a guest. We flew from Columbus to Atlanta on
a Thursday for an early morning connection to the
Greenville-Spartanburg airport. After being picked up
at the airport by BMW and transported to the BMW
Performance Center, I insisted on an early peek at
his 2018 Fire Orange M3 beauty. Still in prep, techs
were using an air gun to ensure every drop of water
was gone after its bath.
After a quick tour and delicious lunch, we
travelled to the BMW Foundation. I wasn’t surprised
to see some of my favorite cars, such as the first
factory E36 M3 racer, the 30s vintage 328, and
several other M3s and CSLs. The collection has over
20 cars on display, which easily kept me entranced
for several hours. Even though the tour was free,
seeing many rare cars for the first time prompted me
to make a donation. We travelled down the road for
a quick tour of the Zentrum Museum, where there is
a pristine original E30 M3 among other cool cars and
motorcycles. After a fun-filled day, we were off to the
Marriott for dinner. Reservations had been taken care
of by our hosts, ensuring first-rate lodging and dinner
for both owner and guest.
After a restful night’s sleep, we reconvened for
a 6:30am breakfast and a roster for check-in for the
shuttle to the BMW Performance Center. Arrival was
necessary by 8am, for the start of what truly was a
fantastic delivery experience, even for a guest. A brief
classroom session with one of our instructors reviewed
basic car-control techniques and safety skills needed
for the morning exercises, as well as daily driving tips
with cautions to temper any overzealousness on the
drive home.
After class, we were directed to a similarly
equipped F80 M3. Whatever car you are picking up,
BMW makes sure you have a nearly identical car
for the morning exercises. Needless to say, virtually
everyone at the BMW Foundation, BMW Performance
Center and especially the instructors knew TC. This
meant we were first in line for the track events, not
as preferential treatment, but for TC’s experience and
speed. The first event was a short course with slalom.
I have ridden with TC on the track many times, in

many cars, including earlier F80 M3s and M4s, so
I expected to be up to speed immediately. My turn
at the wheel meant I had the advantage of knowing
exactly where the limits were without wasting any
laps. I am not a fan of modern electric software-based
controls, but was amazed at how good this car was.
The standard M-mode driver settings allowed massive
amounts of power to be put down, with no hint of
losing control.
Off to the skid pad, a polished concrete circle
with a sprinkler system in the center to keep the
surface nice and wet. The owner and guest separate,
and a BMW Instructor becomes the passenger seat
replacement. The objective is to demonstrate the
capabilities of the DSC. First pass is with DSC off. A
steady 20 mph path around the circle with no steering
input is brutally interrupted by responding to your
instructor’s command to “floor it.” Naturally the rear
end comes around rather quickly. If you do nothing,
multiple 360 spins ensue and you settle to a stop
somewhere further down the circle. I have a modicum
of experience dealing with similar situations and from
instinct corrected in the manner taught. On a wet
road with all that power, those corrections do little
except reduce the number of rotations. The scenario
is repeated with the DSC on. My instinct to correct for
a spin prevented seeing the full capability of the DSC,
but even my intervention couldn’t mask the benefit
of this control. My opinion of software-controlled cars
was beginning to be reset.
Off to the braking test. Repeat runs at 30, 45
and 55 mph are designed to demonstrate the benefits
of the advanced anti-lock system. For those who understand the concept behind the traction circle, physics
dictate that no two controls (throttle-steering-braking)
can be used together at more than 100%. In other
words, if a car is braking at 100%, the car cannot
turn. If you have to avoid an obstacle and can’t fully
stop, cars without advanced anti-lock cannot turn
without releasing some of the brakes. The braking
exercise was designed to specifically demonstrate
the capability of turning at the same time threshold
braking is applied. My question was how did BMW
overcome basic physics? I understood they didn’t
when I was able to observe what the car was doing
while others practiced the exercise. The advanced
antilock system works by applying and releasing
brakes at the appropriate wheel in conjunction with

the angle of the steering. The system makes
calculations that maximize the physical relationships
of the controls while being seamless to the driver.
Okay, electronic controls are really pretty cool.
Exercises over, I opted for a ride with the
instructors. I am totally comfortable in the right
seat, having experienced a full range of drivers
from novices to professionals. These guys at BMW
Performance are professional. I couldn’t refrain from
laughing the entire ride. I would have preferred a
hot lap, but instead they demonstrated a high-level
of car control at the limit. A dramatic and worthwhile
ride for any passenger.
Back to pick up TC’s Fire Orange M3, which
was now fully prepped, sitting in its own garage.
Andy, as our instructor, was charged with reviewing
all the features and functions of the new M3. I sat in
the back seat for 45 minutes, until I couldn’t digest
anymore. Andy and TC continued with what Andy
termed a slightly abbreviated and supplemental
briefing, considering this owner had recent prior
models. The complexity of options and various
settings is one major negative in the advancement
of software in automobiles.

Lunch at the Performance Center was especially
fun, as several instructors joined us to talk trash
with TC. The shift in fun came when I checked the
weather. A major front was headed towards our path
back home to Ohio late Saturday into Sunday. We
had just enough time left on Friday to get home if
we opted out of the off-road tour and plant tour.
Disappointing as that was, we had planned a longoverdue Friday night and Saturday visit with some
dear friends who invited us to stay with them prior to
the trip home. Fortunately, being the “car guys” they
both are, we were off the hook with a raincheck, and
set our course for Ohio.

by Scott Scharadin

Despite TC’s normal uninterruptable
time behind the wheel, I was permitted
to share some of the driving home. I was
in love. I never met an M3 I didn’t like,
but the F80 is really something special.
I own a 2008 E92 M3, purchased as
the last model with manual/hydraulic
controls. At introduction, countless journalists
proclaimed the V-8 powered E92 as the best car in
the world. I affectionately call mine a dinosaur.
I have had an opportunity to drive a lot of cars,
including some of the pre-2018 M3s. With the 2018,
BMW has truly bridged the gap in feel between my
dinosaur and this model F80. My only problem
driving the F80 home was speed. When the M3 felt
really good, the speedometer showed 90++. It felt
like 55 mph. Break-in was limited to a max of 106
mph, with which we were able to comply. We had
many hours to scrutinize the pros and cons of this

model, and we shared the same conclusion, the 2018
F80 M3 is an exceptional factory package.
What happened to the F80 Fire Orange M3
since our excursion to Spartanburg? The first week in
Ohio after the storm added the mileage needed for
the first 1200-mile service. After service, the car
travelled to California, where it was ultimately upgraded
to a TCKR D/A coil-over suspension. Obviously this
M3 will spend time on track, where all M3s need to
be. F80 options on this M3 included the competition
package and ceramic brakes. I am a convert, given
all my BMWs are similarly equipped, that besides the

Racer Row...

Front to rear, Cabrio, Baur, Touring...

Turbo, Tii Luxus...

Digging our
Foundations
2002t Trailer...

by Tim
Beechuk

improved handling of a lower center of gravity,
lowered cars simply look better. The lowered
F80 M3 with TCKR suspension doesn’t just
look better, the change was good for two
seconds a lap at Laguna Seca. Winter on the
west coast has numerous track events scheduled to keep the new Fire Orange M3 well
exercised. My only regrets from a most wonderful
weekend was missing time with dear friends, and not
being on track sooner in the new M3!
Your takeaway from this recount of a great
adventure should be that the next BMW you order
should be delivered either in Germany or Spartanburg.
I will attest that, even as a guest, Spartanburg
delivery is a memory you will relish as you continue
to enjoy your new car. Special thanks to everyone at
the Foundation and Performance Center for ensuring
a fun time was had by all. ■

The parking lot was impressive, too...

Two of the best displays of classic BMWs happened the weekend
of May 18th and 19th, both in the wilds of the Carolinas.
The weekend was kicked off with an Open House at the BMW
CCA Foundation in Greer, SC attended by over 500 enthusiasts.
The Open House was for more than just showcasing the constantly
evolving Foundation museum and archives, it also served as the
opening of the current display, The ICON. This show is dedicated
to the car that put BMW on the map in the United States in the
early 70s, the 2002. For the next eight months, the Foundation
museum will be home to 26 of the most significant examples of
this iconic car. Everything from stock showroom quality to well
modified and racing examples are beautifully arranged, with
information about each car. This is a grouping of this classic model
that you may never see together again. If you are anywhere near
Greer in the coming months, you should stop in at the Foundation
to see the show. Along with the display inside, the attendees
brought a fine array of old and new BMW’s that were parked
outside of the building for all to enjoy.
(continued)
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Adrian Mitu explaining his
“Blue Hero” artwork, a tribute
to Jöchen Neerpasch

Some of the modded 02s on display...

So many 02s, so little time...

If The ICON wasn’t enough, most of the attendees then moved
on up to Hot Springs, North Carolina for the Vintage, put on by
Scott Sturdy. This annual show of landmark BMW’s has grown over
the years from a small vineyard setting to a large serene field in the
mountains. The entries were capped at 650 cars this year, which filled
the display space marvelously. There was quite the gamut of vintage
BMW’s, from Isetta’s to 7 Series and sporting every color from the
catalogue along with a few colors that BMW didn’t even imagine. The
rain that came late in the afternoon didn’t dampen anyone’s spirit, but
it did cause a few to run to roll up their windows. Be sure to ask our
unparalled editor for pictures of his beautiful coupe sitting amongst
a row of other nicely presented E9’s. Also, Mike Self led a contingent
of vehicles to the weekend events, showing a nicely turned out 2002.
The Vintage continues to be a wonderful display of our heritage, year
after year. Put it on your list for a future road trip. ■
I didn’t want to make you ask...

100% organic, free range hood prop...

Digging our
Foundations

continued

E

DON’T FIX
WHAT’S BROKEN
BROKEN

very time I raise the hood of my ‘74
carb and timing tune. The Webers were
easy enough to sort out, but the timing
Bavaria, I die just a little inside. You know
has always been a little funky, mostly
that feeling, the sense of foreboding that
because I think the distributor is just
comes from the expectation of bad news.
showing its age. A little slop in the shaft,
Like a phone call after midnight, an extra
the vacuum advance has oil oozing from
long delay waiting for your credit card to
the retard side, and there seems to be a
be approved, or when you crack open a
little bit of an oil leak around the entire
new jar of pickles and did it, or didn’t it,
area. Likely the o-ring on the distributor
make that popping sound that tells you
shaft has rotted out, and I’m guessing
it’s okay to eat them and you won’t die
the timing cover gaskets are crusty as
from botulism. You take a deep breath,
well. The radiator could use a recore,
hope for the best, and prepare yourself
the coolant tank is beginning to crack
for the fall into the abyss. Of course this
under pressure, an exhaust flange gasket
sense of doom usually stems from a guilty
is about to go AWOL, the chokes don’t
conscience of knowing you have been
choke, the idle is as random as a game
neglecting certain responsibilities, like
of craps, and and and...you get the point.
calling your folks regularly, paying your
I figured an 80mph blast up the
credit card statement on time, and always
interstate from Nicholasville KY to Cincinalways always opening a vacuum packed
nati, and some outright flogging on the
jar in the store first, before buying it. If
backroads, would cough up a few weak
it doesn’t pop, just leave it, let the next
links, and possibly a valve or twelve. I alnudnick agonize over it. And you know
ready had my mind set to breaking down
that periodic underhood examinations are
in a cloud of steam, tire smoke, and vape
a necessity after the age of 40 right? I’m
juice, but guess what? It ran like a champ.
talking about your car here; worry about
your health and wellness on your own time.
It was marvelous, albeit slightly arthritic,
by Dirk Rasmussen
Those of us who own slightly geriatric
but nonetheless surprisingly willing and
cars have become accustomed to regular
able. It did leave me somewhat perplexed
inspections of the under hood. Typically on
though, because I was certain something
the side of the road, miles from civilizawould fail. All of those questions I had
tion. We accept that reliability is reserved
had about what needed attention, and
for boring cars, and that occasional hicwhat would surely disintegrate, didn’t
cups from a Weber in need of a rebuild,
come to pass. In fact, it never got hot, the
or iffy points, is just part of the driving
clutch didn’t slip, it didn’t suddenly lose a
experience. In fact we probably don’t even
cylinder, burn a plug, spray oil all over the
realize how rough our old cars are running because it’s been so long exhaust manifold, or dump raw fuel out of a carb. It just... it just ran.
So herein lies the conundrum. When you’re less than a month out
since we turned a wheel in a modern car. We cruise along in willful
ignorance, just happy that everything is in delicate harmony between from The Vintage, or any long drive for that matter, do you tear into
slightly rich, and pre-spark detonation. All is right in the world, or what anything, or just go with what you know? For instance, my distributor
I call “Eh” mode. “So how’s your car running?”“Eh, pretty good I guess.” shaft is about as wobbly as the past season of The Walking Dead, but it
Recently I took my Bav on a 200-mile round trip to visit some still works, and tearing into it may reveal other issues that quite frankly
friends, and to take a spirited back road drive through the ridges there just isn’t time to delve into, or worse, something else breaks and
and byways of Northern Kentucky. It’s a regular event held by the the part is either NLA, or stupid expensive. While the oil leaks are a
Rivertown Gear Busters Vintage BMW group, and led by chief leadfoot big annoyance, fixing the ones you know puts pressure on the ones
Jason Gipson. While the twisty bits of the route don’t necessarily suit you don’t know, and now you’re sitting in a pool of 20w50 and tears.
the wallowy nature of an E3, it’s still an enjoyable adventure. Over Perhaps the best thing to do is just say “eh”, and close the hood,
the past few months I had been playing hide and seek with a good because fixing what’s broken isn’t always a good idea. ■

or, how I stopped worrying
and learned to love
an old distributor.
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CINCINNATI AREA NEWS

Marshall Garrison, Cincinnati Area Governor
Greetings all! Just ahead of St. Patrick’s Day and the official start of spring,
we were at Mac’s in Fairfax for our March meeting, this time thankfully in
their upstairs space, where we could enjoy some pizza, salad, and camaraderie without competing with the din from the rest of the restaurant. Speaking
of spring… what was that?! Punxsutawney Phil needs a good talking to next
year, what with the sporadic few decent days there were in April, it made
winter feel like an additional six weeks – eek! Not to be outdone for the
opposite extreme, May jumped right in and appears to be setting a record for
the warmest May on record; so much for a transition from winter to spring
to summer this year!
For April, after a few years’ absence, our east-side dealer, The BMW
Store, had us back hosting our monthly meeting, this time in their very nice
and newly-renovated customer-service and parts area. We had some BBQ
from Eli’s, a great turnout, a new X2 on display to check out, a quick tour
through the
service area
(also spotting
a customer’s
pristine
M4GTS and
the dealership owner’s
E30 M3),
and some swag stainless mugs, compliments of Tim Gabbard, the Store’s
Service Manager. In addition to generously facilitating the meeting on short notice, Tim also
announced a big change to their club member
discount policy, which was previously capped at
15% on parts or labor up to a maximum of $200.
Now, no maximum cap, it’s 15% off parts and
labor – how awesome is that?! Our thanks to Tim
and everyone else at The BMW Store for having us
back and supporting club members with such a
very generous discount! Be sure to have your ‘CCA
membership card with you to take advantage of
it; you can always print or download a .pdf of yours from the club’s national
site, bmwcca.org.
For May, we gathered at the Hofbrauhaus in Newport, bumped-up this
year from July since the club’s biggest traditional annual gathering, the BMW
CCA Oktoberfest (this year in Pittsburgh in conjunction with the Pittsburgh
Vintage Gran Prix) falls the same day of our usual 2nd-Wednesday meetings.
As usual, everyone enjoyed the company, chow, and bier selection. We might
not be anywhere near Munich, but with the Hofbrauhaus bringing some of

the best of Bavaria to us right here in our own
backyard, we can’t complain too much! Prosit!
Summer will officially be here in a hurry,
despite it already feeling that way for almost all
of May, so here’s what’s coming up:
Although we had been planning June to be
at our other area dealer (BMW of Cincinnati
North), it looks like it’s not a good month for
them, so as of this writing, the plan is to give
the Silver Spring House in Blue Ash another go.
With many of us, myself included, being
at O’Fest and not here, we’ll bump the July
meeting to a week later than the usual 2nd
Wednesday, and plan for that at BMW of
Cincinnati North. August will be our pot-luck
picnic in Sharon Woods.
That of course, will be shortly before our
annual August Mid-Ohio Driver’s School;
registration is open, get signed up now! Also
worth a mention, Columbus Area Governor
Mike Laci just took the reins as the chapter
website admin and re-did our chapter website,
buckeyebmwcca.org. Check out the new look
if you haven’t already, and he needs your
pictures, etc. for content, so if you’re inclined,
send ‘em! Our thanks to Mike for taking this
on, and also to our previous longstanding site
admin Erik Shifflett for all his help and support
of the chapter over the years! 		
Jaynee Beechuk also reports that our June
Street Survival teen driving clinic is full; a big
congrats to her on that! If you’re not familiar
with the program, check out StreetSurvival.org,
it’s the BMW CCA Foundation’s primary
mission program to facilitate teens learning
emergency car control and more through
practice, personalized coaching, and hands-on
exercises in a controlled environment. Also
worth a mention, the BMW CCA Foundation
just opened their special exhibit, The Icon: 50
Years of the 2002, celebrating, obviously, the
50th anniversary of the 2002. I couldn’t make
their grand opening event, but I know it’ll be
worth a visit to see it, it’s at the Foundation’s
HQ building in Greenville, SC. Put it on your
calendar, if you can!
Hope to see everyone at upcoming events!
And as Porky Pig might say... “The-a-a, The-a-a,
The-a-a, That’s All, Folks!” ■

COLUMBUS AREA NEWS
Mike Laci, Columbus Area Governor
At the risk of sounding cliché, this year is really
flying by! For the Columbus Area, the first half
of 2018 has been one of rapid and, I’m happy
to say, sustained growth in terms of membership and repeat attendance at our monthly
gatherings. Chuck Grafton and I have doubleddown on our efforts to get the word out to
our Area’s members. We’re now using the Mail
Chimp to manage our Area communications
and have been blasting out our message to
325+ area members every month. It’s worked!
We had 25+ members attend our May meeting at the Hofbräuhaus Columbus. However,
we were saddened that our old haunt, The
Winking Lizard on Bethel Rd., suddenly and
surprisingly closed at the end of April. While
the “Lizard” was a favorite for years, Chuck and
I are actively looking for a new regular place.
We’ll be trying out a few other locations this
summer, including another “Lizard” or two,
and will be settling on a new regular spot later
this Summer.
At the direction of our National BMW CCA
board, we’re doing more to give back to our
members which has also helped to entice new
and old faces at meetings. The club is paying
for active BMW CCA members meals at the
monthly meetings (any adult beverages are on
member’s own tab). We’ve had a SWAG giveaways courtesy of the Beechuk’s basement and
garage cleanings and we’ll be giving away door
prizes at future meetings.
I would also like to use this opportunity
draw the Buckeye member’s attention to the
new, and significantly improved, Chapter website, www.buckeyebmwcca.org. As the Buckeye
Chapter’s Webmaster, in addition to being the
Columbus Governor, I’m very happy with the
new appearance and functionality of the new
website. For those of you who don’t know, we
had been using a web company which wasn’t
serving our needs very well for the past few
years and paying a not-so-trivial sum of the
club’s budget for the annual maintenance service and domain hosting. At the end of April,
we moved to a self-managed GoDaddy / Word-

press web solution and now pay less for 3 years of service than the annual fee with the old web provider. This is just another way we are giving
back more to our members. A special thanks to the Allegheny Chapter’s
Webmaster, Emilio Veneziano, for getting me started in the right direction.
Now, the current challenge with the new website is managing the content
and keeping it relevant for our members. Most of the Buckeye’s content
is currently posted to Facebook which is a great social and discussion
forum. So, if Mr. Zuckerberg’s testimony in front of Congress earlier this
year didn’t cause you any pause, then feel free to keep the FB conversation
alive. But I will guarantee you, the Buckeye Chapter will NEVER sell your
information or any of your photos or videos on our website to anyone! So
please, please visit our new website, www.buckeyebmwcca.org and send
me any ideas, posts, photos of club events, or anything that you feel
members would like to see and benefit from knowing. 		
The Buckeye Chapter’s website will continue to evolve and add new
features (I’m thinking of trying a self-managed “For Sale” section) and I
will be adding a content submission page using Dropbox or similar.
However, for now, just send your thoughts and content directly to me at:
c230mike@gmail.com. Have a great summer and drive safe! ■

DAYTON AREA NEWS

Alex Watts, Dayton Area Governor
Finally, Summertime in Ohio and what a busy summer it is.
• Octoberfest is at Pittsburgh along with the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand
Prix. This year they are featuring the 50-year anniversary of the BMW
2002. If you love 2002’s and all BMW’s, then this will be a great O’Fest.
• The annual Buckeye Driving School will be at Mid-Ohio, August 17-19.
• And, of course, local area meetings and more. Keep an eye on the new
and improved chapter website, wwwbuckeyebmwcca.org.
I want to thank everyone who helped clean up Highway 835 this
year. Our annual community service went well. Good weather and a
good number of volunteers made it and enjoyable day. Thanks to Mike
Self for chairing this community service event. We worked up an appetite
for the Spring Kick-Off.
The Spring Kick-Off Party was hosted by Dohn and Marsha Roush,
at their home. The food was plentiful and delicious. Of course, the best
part was relaxing and talking with other members of our diverse group.
We have a wonderful group of people who just happen to enjoy wellmade cars. Our thanks to Dohn and Marsha for their hospitality and
hard work.
Members of the Dayton area BMW club have been exploring different restaurants in Dayton. Jim Denker found the Troll Pub, a new place
in downtown Dayton, where we had our April Meeting. There was good
food and a good beer selection, with a very nice private room. We will
definitely go back, possibly in July. By the time you read this current
newsletter, we will have visited the Packard Museum for our May meeting. If you have never visited this museum then you are missing a great
piece of automotive history. The museum staff docents are remarkable in
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their knowledge of these fine cars. Our June
meeting will be at Voss Village BMW, and as
usual Aaron, our contact person, will try and
Disclaimer: Neither the Buckeye
arrange something interesting for us to see or
Chapter nor BMW CCA, Inc. is
affiliated with BMW AG or BMW NA
possibly drive. Dinner will be provided
or any other commercial enterprise.
courtesy of the dealership.
The statements contained herein
On a personal note, I am still waiting (five
are solely the words of the authors,
and no endorsement or guarantee of
months) for the last trim pieces I need to do
fitness is implied by their publication.
some cosmetic work on my e36 M3. The last
Some modifications described herein
may void your warranty, or violate State I heard from Voss, the parts should be
or Federal laws for street applications.
manufactured in March, but the shipping date
If in doubt about any repair or
to Voss was unknown. I try to only call every
modification, consult your dealer or
other expert before undertaking it.
other month.
All articles are the opinion of the
Annual maintenance and upgrade of the
authors, and modifications outlined
herein might void warranties, anger
vintage racing 2002 is going well. Rebuilding
the neighbors or invoke plagues of
the fuel cell, installing a new fire suppression
locusts. Some exclusions may apply,
system, brake pads and shoes, fluid changes,
your mileage may vary.
cooling system flush, some exhaust work, and
a host of little things that must be tightened
or re-torqued before racing. Looks like MidOhio in June; Gratten, Michigan in August;
and Road America in September. I also will
try to do a monthly autocross event to shake
down the car and keep my reflexes sharp. As I
have previously noted, check out Corvette of
Troy’s club events for auto crossing at Kil Kare
Raceway in Xenia. A very fun way to spend
4-5 hours. You receive 10 timed runs for
only $35.00.
Have a great summer. Get out and drive. ■

TOLEDO AREA NEWS

Lance White and his 1939
321 Cabriolet at the Amelia
Island Concours.
The colorful cars of Cuba!

Phil Ross, Toledo Area Governor
Summer is fast approaching and long overdue.
For the record Chapter events which are already history include IMSA racing weekend at
Mid-Ohio and the Spring Kickoff Party at our
generous DL editor’s home. I missed the first,
but the second was a beautiful day for a drive
from my home in Findlay to Dayton. It was
nearly 30 degrees warmer in Dayton that day
due to a cold front crossing Ohio.

The Buckeye Chapter is creating a new
website for public consumption. Look for
it soon. There is already a Facebook page,
though I haven’t used it yet. I still remember
Windows 3.1, so that explains it.
Toledo Area social meetings continue to be
on the second Tuesday of the month at 4:30,
in the restaurant section of Tekela Mexican
Restaurant, just south of Levis Common in
Perrysburg, on South Dixie Highway.
I’ve been traveling much of February and
March. During that time, I made it to Cuba
and saw lots of American classics from the 40s
and 50s, mostly painted in vibrant colors such
as pinks, blues, greens, yellow and reds. But
not one BMW! Many of the classics have been
converted to Russian diesel power.
I also attended one day of the Amelia
Island Concours d’Elegance, where I bumped
into Lance White, who was showing a pristine
pre-war 1939 BMW cabriolet. I’ve learned that
this is the East Coast’s pre-eminent car show.
Emerson Fittipaldi was the guest of honor.
The next day I drove to Sebring, Florida,
to get a taste of the ambience on the day before the 12 Hours of Sebring. There was a long
parade of 18-wheeler transports of the IMSA
cars thru little downtown Sebring. Quite the
spectacle of shine and chrome on those big
trucks rolling through town. Sadly, I did not
have time to attend the races.
Keep in mind that the Toledo Area demographics stretches from Toledo south to Lima/
Kenton and east to nearly Mansfield. There are
over 100 members and we are free to organize
area events to suit our fancy. My home is in
Findlay and most meetings recently have been
in Perrysburg. One event that I learned about
last summer is the Annual Put-In-Bay Sports
Car Vintage Races (24-27 September 2018).
Let me know what interests you
and yours. ■

GIRLS GONE

DRIVING

by
Nicky Schardt

“It’s About Time”
Due to the fact that I have a real job an hour’s
drive from the house, and ‘volunteer’ at Forgeline
regularly, there is rarely enough time in the day to
get laundry done, let alone attend as many races
as possible between two pro race series, attend the
Barrett-Jackson show for the first time. or squeeze
in a few instructing opportunities. There’s no rest
for the weary, so we have the entire calendar
planned out through December, and it’s going to be
a doozie!
It seems like eons since I’ve raced with the
Porsche guys, but I still have the bug to compete, so
luckily the Schardt clan is going to our home circuit,
Mid-Ohio, to play with the folks at NASA over
Memorial Day weekend. This will be my first time
with this organization, and I’m already intrigued,
since their events are wildly popular. Needless to
say I have high expectations, but what do they do
that is better than our HPDEs?
I’ll be running Time Trials in my highly-modifiedbut-drove-it-to-the-track e46 M3, which is essentially
the ‘cheap’ way to run qualifying sessions. First
run is a practice session in your assigned weightto-horsepower class (TT4), and then you start your
next session in order of your best time. Best times
“win” for each group in subsequent sessions,
where I hope the 20+ years and numerous miles
at Mid-Ohio give me some slight edge, all things
being equal…
Of course my husband, in an e36 track car, and
my father-in-law, in his fully-prepped 1988 Porsche
944 TurboS, will be running in the same group as
me. Although I have a newer, and likely a more
powerful straight-line car, they have extraordinary

skill and LOTS of experience behind them, which makes for an interesting
combination of competition. I think this will be my first time running with such a
wide variety of cars, all of which should be of equal capability, assuming no hot
shoe is in the driver seat. The good thing is that once you’ve hit your best time,
you can finish your session early, in order to save tires and mojo for your next
session – I’ll need that extra mojo to get through the weekend!
Thankfully for me, and the M3, we have a few weeks before the 2018
BMW CCA O’Fest in Pittsburgh, which is where I’ll happily give rides for anyone
at the track. Get signed up now for our two-day HPDE, and beat the rush! If
you can’t make Pitt in July, the Buckeye chapter will host its annual HPDE at
Mid-Ohio in August, so go to motorsportsreg.com and register now for the
best rates. ■

Scenes from the Car Corral at
Mid-Ohio, organized by Nicky
and Steve Schardt.
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Go to www.buckeyebmwcca.org for the latest event information, maps and updates.

